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2  in RMD414 with coiled

condensers at 2 ℃ for

general purposes.

- One has a base trap for

acidic mixtures and a

liquid nitrogen trap.

1  in the RMD423 fume

hood, coiled condensers at 2

℃ for general purposes,

base trap for acidic mixtures

and a liquid nitrogen trap.

2  in RMD409/410 with cold finger/

immersion chillers –30 (–40 ℃ on a

good day). Both are in fume hoods for

smelly, volatile, and potentially

explosive stuffs.
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Rotavap operation 

Procedurally uncomplicated:
(1) Attach flask (with bump trap)
(2) Lower flask halfway into heating 

bath (set to 40 °C)
(3) Set the flask to rotate at a 

moderate speed
(4) Slowly reduce vacuum to 

appropriate range (1-2 drops per 
second*

(5) Reverse (1-4), dispose of collected 
solvents. 

(1) 



Rotavaping Acidic Samples

Make sure to use a 

liquid nitrogen trap 

when evaporating 

acidic samples

• A base trap removes acid from 
vapors before reaching the pump

• Contained on a separate line of 
tubing, it requires that the 
corresponding flow of gas is diverted 
using the central 3-neck flask(s)



Precautions and troubleshootings

(1) In case of solvent spills in the water bath, please change the water, clean it with 

soap, and then let it dry, or at least inform Aaron or Katherine. Do not be 

ashamed, accidents happen. Be responsible or the baths may corrode.

(2) If you break any of the parts, please inform Katherine or Aaron so that they can 

try to fix the problem

(3) Please make sure that you are in the lab or around when you are evaporating 

solvents

(4) Please remember to turn off the water bath heater if you are the last one leaving 

the lab.

(5) If you rotavap or smell some odorous compound, or see some solid depositing 

on the condenser, simply clean the condenser by rotavaping 200 mL of clean 

acetone and then clean the collecting flask with some extra acetone. If that does 

not work, let Aaron or Katherine know.


